QFS and QMetry announce Technology and Distribution partnership
Agreement enables companies to offer products through Technology integrations
Geretsried, 2012-09-24
Quality First Software (QFS), a leader in Test Automation and QMetry, a premier Test Management
platform provider today announced a technology and distribution partnership between the two
companies.
The partnership enables customer of either product to avail of the partner offering through a
Technology integration. This integration, available through the cloud or on-premise offerings, helps
QA practitioners combine test automation with manual testing through a common interface, and
enables them to view and assimilate results through a centralized Dashboard and other insightful
results.
“We are pleased to now be able to recommend to our customers a flexible Test Management
solution that is perfectly integrated with our GUI test tool QF-Test -- especially since both
applications have significant strengths in their respective areas and are marketed at reasonable
prices” stated Karlheinz Kellerer, CEO of QFS.
The Testing cycle consists of various steps – Test Case Management, Defect Tracking, Test Data
Management and Test Automation. The impetus for the partnership is a sizeable market need for
good integration between Test Management and Test Automation solutions in order to reduce some
frictions in the Testing process; and to present QA groups with a more unified solution to conduct
Testing activities.
“Test Management and Test Automation go hand-in-hand and we are delighted to partner with QFS
to address this market requirement” said Devang Mehta, Head of Marketing for QMetry. “The
integration will help us to offer our customers a more comprehensive Testing application – and this
has great benefits for both companies.”
About QFS
Quality First Software GmbH (QFS) is a German software development company focusing on quality
assurance. It provides the tool QF-Test for test automation of applications with a Java GUI (Swing,
SWT, Eclipse Plug-ins, RCP, ULC, Java Applets, Java Web Start) and for Web-based applications
(HTML, AJAX, GWT, RAP, Qooxdoo, Richfaces, AJAX). More than 600 customers in about 50 countries
trust in their professional tool which is featured as cross browser, cross platform and useroptimized. For more information, please visit http://www.qfs.de.
About QMetry
QMetry provides a Web-based Test Management platform that significantly improves the
productivity of QA teams. QMetry provides a cohesive platform for managing testing process and
test artifacts that can help improve the quality of software and meet regulatory compliances.
Customers include NewsGator, Blackhawk Network, F5, Informatica, Comcast, Ingenuity Systems,
Razorfish, University of Sydney as well as many other small, mid and large Enterprises. For more
information visit us at www.QMetry.com.
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